1. What are the activities of the MDC Women’s Association?

There was no information found on a group called the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) Women’s Association. There are, however, women’s organisations within the MDC. During the founding of the MDC, it was reported that several women’s organisations had been involved. These united to form the Constitutional Women’s Coalition, which later became the Women’s Coalition.¹ Other women’s organisations associated with the MDC are the Women’s Assembly and Women’s League.² It was asserted in a January 2010 article that “women make up the greater number of supporters” in the MDC.³

Another organisation, not explicitly linked with the MDC but in opposition to the Mugabe regime, is Women of Zimbabwe Arise (WOZA). WOZA is described as an activist organisation that has “led some of the most important protests in recent years, linking issues of violence against women to wider themes of economic and social collapse from which women suffered disproportionately”.¹ According to the UK based SW Radio Africa, WOZA had led peaceful protests of hundreds of people in Harare and Bulawayo in February 2010 which aimed to promote democracy and criticise delays in drafting the constitution.⁴ However, the US Department of State (DOS) reported that police violently disrupted the marches and used batons to injure several women.⁵ Further protests were reported in Bulawayo in September 2009 to coincide with the United Nations International Day of Peace.⁶ The US DOS also reported on a June 2009 protest by approximately 700 WOZA members to commemorate International Day of Refugees.⁵

2. Have the Association’s members been targeted by ZANU-PF members/supporters?

Women’s Groups

While no information was found on the MDC Women’s Association being targeted by ZANU-PF members or supporters, there are reports of members of women’s organisations opposed to the regime being targeted. It was reported in June 2008 that the chairperson of the MDC Women’s League had “been living in hiding for over a month now” for fear of attacks
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from ZANU PF militias. Her driver had been recently murdered by suspected ZANU PF militias.\(^7\) The aforementioned US DOS report on the WOZA protests in February 2010 states that in addition to the beating of protesters, eight women were arrested and three, including one who was pregnant, were beaten while in police custody.\(^8\) It was reported that police subsequently went door to door in a campaign to sift out activists who had been involved in the protests. A WOZA Coordinator, Jenni Williams, labelled this “pure harassment”.\(^9\) The September 2009 protesters were also said to have been “brutally assaulted by riot police”.\(^10\) In the June 2009 protests, police used batons to disperse the protesters. It is alleged that one woman who was arrested was beaten and jumped on, and four of the protesters were denied medical treatment for their injuries.\(^8\) Freedom House added that “hundreds of women” were reportedly arrested during demonstrations throughout 2008.\(^11\)

**Female Opposition Supporters**

Outside of those members of specific women’s organisations opposed to the Mugabe regime, women who are associated with the MDC more generally are also targeted. US based international AIDS advocacy group AIDS-Free World published a 2008 report which alleges that female MDC supporters were targeted in a systematic rape campaign led by the ZANU-PF. The report, based on 70 sworn affidavits of survivors and witnesses, alleges that “every victim …was involved in organizing for or supporting the Movement for Democratic Change”. Some had positions as officers of the party, but most were merely ‘active’ members who volunteered for the party, attended rallies, distributed MDC pamphlets, or wore MDC t-shirts in their communities. Sixty-seven of the women reported that the perpetrators made political statements during the rapes. The report argued that the rapes were part of a campaign “against MDC female members and supporters calculated to intimidate, humiliate, and punish them—and by extension, their families—for their political affiliation”. The attacks were seemingly condoned by authorities with “consistent refusal by police to investigate the attacks, as well as a lack of legal action by NGOs to address the rapes”.\(^12\)

Several other reports found evidence of politically motivated violence against women opposition supporters including rape. A December 2009 UK Home Office report adds that during the 2008 elections, rape was used as a “political weapon against opposition supporters”.\(^11\) This view was echoed by Freedom House in its 2009 annual report.\(^13\) Human rights groups estimated that between May and July 2008, 2000 women had been raped at militia camps. The Research and Advocacy Unit (RAU) NGO conducted a study in May 2009 which told the stories of four women who were tortured for their political activities.\(^14\)

---
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A May 2010 report stated that the scale of the attacks on women MDC supporters had led to the formation of a group called Women of Mbare Arise (WOMA) whose aim is to bring together female activists who have suffered violence. A representative of the group said that they had “buried more than 20 women activists who died from causes related to the injuries they sustained during the violence”.  

3. Deleted

4. Are family members of MDC activists currently subject to harm by authorities, ZANU-PF supporters?

Family members of MDC activists are likely to be subject to harm by authorities or ZANU-PF supporters. The 2010 US DOS human rights report alleges that ZANU-PF supporters “continued to assault suspected and known MDC members and their families”. The aforementioned AIDS-Free World report mentions that 37 of the 70 victims interviewed had relatives who held official positions in the MDC. Twelve of the women’s husbands served as chairmen or secretaries for their districts or wards and eight women’s fathers were officials in the party. The remainder had nephews, siblings, mothers, and cousins who held positions. Similarly, the aforementioned May 2009 RAU report states not only were the victims in the study tortured for their own political activities but also for the political activities of a family member. A Human Rights Watch report from May 2007 described the beating of the mother of an opposition supporter by police. The opposition supporter claimed that despite his pleas to not beat her because she was not an activist “they wouldn’t stop. They said she was my mother and therefore deserved to be beaten”.

More generally it was reported in 2009 that the family members of opposition supporters had been abducted by groups of armed men believed to be working on behalf of, or with the acquiescence of the Zimbabwean authorities. The Zimbabwe Peace Project NGO alleged that “ZANU PF militia have a tendency of abducting women and children”. This was often due to the fact that most male opposition supporters had fled rural areas and the women and children were taken as ransom to force the husbands and fathers to return. This view was echoed in a UK Home Office report from July 2009 adding that women were often forced to reveal where their husbands were hiding. The Zimbabwe Peace Project also stated that the abducted women were “assaulted, tortured, and sexually harassed”. It cites the case of a woman who was abducted and murdered because her husband was an MDC activist. Furthermore, the leader of a “prominent women's organisation” who declined to be named, claimed most women were being harassed because their husbands, sons or male relatives were suspected to be supporters of the opposition.

---
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5. Please provide relevant information on rallies held in Highfields and Glenorah in late 2008.

Highfield is a suburb of Harare which is home to the Zimbabwe Grounds sports arena where political rallies are often held. A Sydney Morning Herald article referred to a Highfield rally in October 2008 where MDC leader Morgan Tsvangirai planned to give his reaction to President Mugabe’s unilateral decision to hand key ministries to his own party.22 Glen Norah is a suburb neighbouring Highfield. An MDC rally was reportedly held in Glen Norah in June 2008 prior to the presidential runoff. Zanu PF militia and war veterans had allegedly attempted to disrupt the rally.23 There were no reports of women’s associations having any involvement in either of these rallies.

There were several references to rallies in Highfield outside of the specified period. There was a rally at Zimbabwe Grounds for the MDC’s 10th Anniversary celebrations in November 2009. Over 50,000 people were said to have attended.24 Another Highfield rally was held by the supporters of President Robert Mugabe in November 2007. In the days surrounding the rally, it was alleged that Zanu PF youths were beating up any person thought to be an opposition supporter.25 Catholic news website Cath News reported on a crackdown by police on an opposition rally/prayer meeting in March 2007 which saw one person killed and several injured. There were 35 people arrested including MDC leader Tsvangirai.26 An article from February 2007 described a crackdown in Highfield to prevent Tsvangirai from launching his presidential campaign there. It was alleged in an Association of Zimbabwe Journalists article that this led to police also moving into the neighbouring suburbs, including Glen Norah, and “beating people up”.27 28

6. Are there reports that officers from the Central Intelligence Office harass returned students from overseas? Are returning students suspected/accused of spying for western states?

A DFAT report from 2007 stated that students returning from Western states would only be identified upon return if they had been active in opposition organisations such as the MDC and trade unions:

Officers of the Central Intelligence Organisation (CIO) have been working under cover for some time as Immigration Officers at Harare International Airport. If an individual student was active in organisations subject to harassment by the GOZ, such as the Movement for Change (MDC), trade unions or civil society organisations, it is possible that she might be identified on arrival at

Harare Airport. If so, any punitive measures taken against her by the GOZ would be the result of such activism, not of simply having studied in Australia.  

**Returnees**

Information was found to suggest that those returning from overseas were sometimes suspected of spying for Western states. However, there were opposing views as to the extent of this and whether this would result in returnees being targeted.

A *BBC News* article from 2005 cites claims by lawyers for Zimbabwean asylum seekers in Britain that “Zimbabweans deported home are regarded as traitors or spies by Robert Mugabe's government”. They stated that “Authorities believe returning asylum seekers are being deliberately sent back as ‘agents of regime change’”. However, the British Home Office argued that while returnees were subject to “in-depth questioning” by Zimbabwe’s Central Intelligence Organisation, they were not at “real risk of persecution”. The article states that Zimbabwean authorities took a particular interest in those returning from Britain due to the perception that the Blair Government was leading the international campaign for “regime change” in Zimbabwe.

A June 2008 article claimed that all of Zimbabwe’s policies were geared toward “countering foreign threats including the ‘threats’ from Zimbabweans abroad, who are seen as working against the ruling party”. Furthermore, the UK Asylum and Immigration Tribunal assessed in a 2005 case that “it was clear that Zimbabwean security services believed returning asylum seekers were British spies”. The aforementioned December 2009 UK Home Office report added that anyone who returns to Zimbabwe through Harare airport, as they pass through immigration, has their details fed into a “central system as part of Zimbabwe’s paranoia to detect undesirables, like journalists, or trade unionists”.

Some also claimed that, more generally, returning Zimbabweans were thought of as being traitors. DFAT provided advice in February 2008 in relation to an individual from Zimbabwe who had claimed that her neighbours would assume that, because she had travelled overseas and sent her children overseas for education, she must be receiving money from the MDC. DFAT however, assessed that the individual would not be likely to be targeted by her neighbours as described. In October 2009, a UK based Zimbabwean asylum seeker charity described the story of a returnee from the UK who was allegedly murdered by ZANU PF youths “for being a ‘sell-out’”.

**Students and the CIO**

Relations between students and the CIO more generally were also characterised by allegations of monitoring and targeting by the latter. The US DOS 2010 report stated that CIO personnel at times assumed faculty positions and posed as students at Zimbabwean universities and other public universities to intimidate and gather intelligence on faculty and students who criticise government policies and actions. A May 2010 article reported the alleged abduction
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and severe assault of two student leaders from the Zimbabwe National Student's Union (ZINASU) by CIO operatives.36
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